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Image Sources for Collages

**Headdress 39**: Davi Sapiro-Gheiler (Brown BA 2023, Independent Concentration)

From the RISD Museum collection

- Peruvian
- Textile Length, 1100-1400
- Cotton and paint
- Gift of Samuel Merrin 81.294

Accessed through the John D. Rockefeller Jr. Library, Brown University

- Photos in *The Gender Frontier* by Mariette Pathy Allen (Heidelberg, Germany: Kehrer Verlag, 2002).

Courtesy of Davi Sapiro-Gheiler’s Family Archives

- Unknown photographer, Great grandmother Emiliana; great grandfather Leanardo; grandmother Violeta; grandaunties Elena, Teresa, and Gladiz.

**Headdress 40**: Karen Harris (RISD Senior Career Advisor and Internship Manager and RISD BFA 1986, Illustration)

From the RISD Museum collection

- Jamaican
- D’oyleys Scrapbook, 1900s
- Bark, cabbage-palm leaf, fern, cotton pod
- Gift of Mrs. A. Utley Wilcox 44.059

Accessed through the John D. Rockefeller Jr. Library, Brown University

- Unknown photographer, *Brown University walkout*, December 1968 (online access).
- Images in *Black Liberation Journal* 3, nos. 1_1, 1_7, 1_8, 1_10, 1_11, and 1_12.

Courtesy of Karen Harris’s Family Archives

- Unknown photographer, Janie-Baby, Julliet, Karen, Mitzie, grandfather Mignott, Aunty Pearl, Aunty Violet.
Headdress 41: Caitlin Takeda (Brown MD/ScM 2024, Population Medicine; BA 2020, Visual Art)

From the RISD Museum collection

Japanese
Robe (kosode) Fragment, late 1800s
Silk crepe weave; shibori (resist dyed)
Gift of Mrs. Robert Fairbank and
Mrs. Donald Crafts 1988.096.27

Accessed through the John D. Rockefeller Jr. Library, Brown University

Photos in Sento at Sixth and Main: Preserving Landmarks of Japanese American Heritage by Gail Lee Dubrow (Seattle: Seattle Arts Commission, 2002).
Photos by Greg Morozumi and Mike Lipack in Heartbeat of Struggle: The Revolutionary Life of Yuri Kochiyama by Diane C. Fujino (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2012).
Images in Gidra I, no. 5 (August 1969), Densho Digital Repository.
Images in Gidra II, nos. 1 (January 1970), 2 (February 1970), 6 (June/July 1970), and 11 (December 1970); Densho Digital Repository.
Images in Gidra V, no. 5 (May 1973), Densho Digital Repository.

Courtesy of Caitlin Takeda’s Family Archives

Unknown photographers: relatives including Caitlin, Cathy, Diane, Elsie, Sumijiro; pre- and post-World War II photographs.

Headdress 42: Sháñdíín Brown (Henry Luce Curatorial Fellow for Native American Art, RISD Museum)

Accessed through the John D. Rockefeller Jr. Library, Brown University

Images in Americans Before Columbus 13, no. 4.
Images in Big Mountain News, July 8, 1985, no. 4-1.
Images in Big Mountain Support Group, 1984.
Images in Native Self Sufficiency 8, no. 1-5.

Courtesy of Sháñdíín Brown’s Family Archives

Unknown photographer, Mother Roberta Brown, great-grandmother Elsie Begay, aunt Alice James, grandmother Thelma Begay.